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I. Overview and Introduction

This paper is about thinking and acting strategically (I)ixit

and Rare 19911. It is difficult to think strategically when imme-

diate action is compelled Inv uncontrollable forces. Competing

demands for time and resources overwhelm good intentions to

engage in thoughtful contingency planning. Human nature

causes us to miss opportunities to advance our own agendas.

These lost opportunities are compounded when 1%e fail to coun-

teract unexpecti'd events \\ ith deliberate reslainses. These ob-

servations apply to both ideal and collect i% e behavior.

Twenty-five years as a participant - observer in state planning.

manage mew, and assessment of human resouree programs has

resealed consistent patterns of independent action that cannot

be characterized as strategically motkated. A recursive model'

of this process is outlined in this paper. This model is then used

to explain observed patterns in the maturation of state initiatives

designed to affect adult %%orkfnrce competitiveness. This histori-

cal record serves as a platform for recommending bays to pro-

mote more strategic thinking and action."2

A principal theme of this paper is that diversity of both ir-

cumstance and intention limits the applicability of one-size-fits-

all solutions. The states exhibit different public and unit ate
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capacities to respond to adult %\ orkforce needs. Go\ ernors,

legislators. and other public and private voices favor different

priority rankings. State economies differ in many respects: and

the states incumbent %Yorkforces differ in important ways. These

differences represent a strategic challenge. but not an insur-

mountable harrier, to targeted state actions.

Five legacies from the 1980s constrain the recommendations

that emerge at the end of this paper:

1. Fiscal exigency coupled with public cynicism. Poll results
uniformly confirm the public's confidence that state
economies will rebound. I lowever. the timing. pervasive-
ness. and vigor of this growth will he uneven. within each
state and among the 50 states. This is why 11 \ nn's (1991.

103-123) life-cycle concept is important in the strategic
action process. State revenue shortfalls shift attention
from scouting about for new ideas' to making defensive
choices between program maintenance and downsizing or
elimination. Pnblic cynicism that is not totally or easily
re\ ersible tightens the rein on new initiatives.

2. Strong corporate/gorernment coalitions. These coalitions
reflect a fundanwntal shift in the business community's
expectations for state government sharing of traditional
business hiring and training costs. To some extent, this is
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a predictable result of basic competitive forces (e.g.,
exposure to intensified competition and the unbundling of
production stages). However, the states encouraged this
corporate response through their own leapfrogging
behavior (see below for elaboration). These push-and-pull
forces have created a mutually reinforcing bond that will
limit future options.

3. Reduced it of employee advocacy. This phenome-
non extends far beyond the limited coverage of fonual
collective bargaining agreements to include government
regulations, administrative enforcement practices,
judicial interpretations, and other informal exp._ ..is of
"voice.-
Public higher education schizophrenia. This situation
resulted from the simultaneous emergence of two forces.
First, there was an unsustainable growth in public funding
commitment: and second, the student constituency
changed dramatically. Although this is identified as a
constraining legacy, it can also be viewed as a rare
opportunity to recast missions.

5. A nascent coalition qf private training vendors. This
coalition grew rapidly in response to the availability of
federal and state government funds and corporate monies.
The common interest of these vendors in retaining a place
at the table is reflected in the recent merger of national
associations and in highly visible investments in accredi-
tation refinements. These vendors represent a constraint
only in the sense that available resources will be spread
among more parties. They represent an oppcirtunity
because they offer alternative sources of services.

Additional assumptions that define the context within which

future actions will be undertaken include the following:

I. The observed quality of a state's adult workfOrce at any

W OR K INC

point in time is the cumulative result of many decisions
made at different times by individuals and groups whose
agendas are too diverse to be brought comfortably under a
strategic action umbrella.
Both predictable events (e.g.. elections and sunshine
provisions in state laws) and unpredictable events (e.g.,
technological breakthroughs, realignments of internation-
al alliances, and the dynamics of consume:- spending)
result in a constant reshuffling of state opportunities and
requirements to maintain and enhance adult workforce
quality.

3. Governors and legislators will continue to create new
programs and to redefine executive agency responsibili-
ties. This results in a growing burden of "institutional
baggage.

1 An easy and relatively safe way to carry out this "cre-
ation" is to replicate someone else's previous initiative.
This follow -the- leader' behavior is a predictable result of
knowing more about what others have done than about
ones own states need and capacity to act in this way. To
date, these interstate differences have primarily been
revealed ex post facto when legislative and administrative
refinements occur.'

5. The political and bureaucratic rewards from action come
almost entirely from the credibility and expected results of
the initiative. nut from the actual subsequent historical
record. There are many reasons for this imbalance,
including the tumult of events that hamper the after-the-
fact documentation of cause- and effect relationships."

6. Most of the forces that affect the quality of a states adult
workforce do not arise from explicit intentions to broaden

byloynmenl opportunity. to improve the rewards from
work, or to promote statewide competitiveness. Recom-
mendations that are int -tided to deepen the impacts of
strategic' thinking and action on adult workforce quality
must recognize and he responsive to these forces.

Cis
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IL A Recursive Model of State Action

to Affect Adult Workforce Quality'

The stat, as a political entity in the United states. offers

great promise for practical strategic actions to enhance the

quality of the nation's adult workforce. The state is already the

locus of substantial legislation, regulation, oversight. and spend-

ing on adult education. employment and training. welfare. un-

employment insurance, and related support services.

Three steps in the recursive process. or continuous flow. that

have been extracted from 25 years of observation to create an

abstraction, or nuxlel, are the following:

1. Documentation of. or assumptions about. the platf(win for

action. which consists of:
Current adult workforce attributes (e.g.. where people
are located within the state; what their educational

attainment and work experience has 11E4'11 to date; their

age profile as an indicator of the urgency of future
replacement needs; and recent mobility patterns, both

intrastate and interstate); and
13. Current institutional capacities to advance the qualit

of a state's workforce (e.g., community colleges and

other public postsecondary occupational education
facilities; private career schools: community -based
organizations that serve targeted segments of the adult

population: and work-based learning sites).

WORKING

2. An initial decision" (e.g.. at the beginning of a gubernato-
rial term or legislative session) with respect to short-term
adult workforce quality goals, which has both absolute

and comparative features, including:
A. Absolute thresholds of quality (e.g., pursuit of a

unifOrm minimum literacy standard for all adults who
come in contact with the state through ,1 IPA. AFDC.
Food Stamps. Unemployment insurance, and Correc-

tions programs); and
13. Comparative standards (e.g.. an intention to offer Isith

incumbent and prosiwctkc "mployers the samc
packages of subsidized services as are offered by

chosen competitor states)."
3. Subsequent (i.e.. recurring) decisions to modify earlier

targets and/or actions already taken to attain these targets:

or. in many cases, decisions to introduce new goals and

associated actions without any explicit reference to the

previous initiatives.

This is the recursive feature of the process. To date. this step has

rarely appeared to be cast in strategic terms. As was previously

noted, this should not be surprising. given the imbalance be-

tWMI ;Olaf is known about the array of possible new actions

that might be taken and v.hat is known about reliable indicators
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of strategic corrections that ought to be made in on len to remain

in effective pursuit of previously defined goals.'"

The timing of. and motivation fr. these recurring decisions

can be split into:

A. Those that are determined On one's own ground that

are taken in pursuit of one's own forward-looking positive
agenda): and

13. Those that are forced either without substantial warning
or after futile attempts to at old responding (e.g.. reces-
sions: military base or plant closings and reductions-in-
force).

The latter defensive actions drain resources away from the

steady pursuit of pre% iousl y established goals.

In the next section, this three-step recurske process is illus-

trated by examining the maturation of two states' initiatives with

respect to adult workforce quality."

Readers who are engaged in stale human resources policy

design and management are expected. at this point in the paper.

to be experiencing a degree of uneasiness with the simplicity

arid abstraction of the thre -step process that has been de-

scribed. Step 2 is often taken with little or no attention !lax ing

been given to step I, which uneuus the seqUellee is not obviously

weights that are given to the A and H components of

step 3the recurring decisionsare unpredictable and there-

fore exhibit no obvious pattern. Precisely! This is why a more

conscious effort must be made to introduce strategic features

into this self-centered and loosely defined process.12 Strategic

elements can be introduced as bridges. or bonds, between the

three steps.

WORKING

FosleCs c'harac'terization of a new economic role for

states sm.\ VS 115 a transition from this conceptual section to the

applied illustrations of this abstraction in the next section:

... an emerging state economic role that is substantially
different from the onvehsional one io three important ways:

I. ... In the new role, economic dcelopment is conceived as
a process that occurs pre('.(riiiiiiintly in the market driven
private sector, but is affected in all its phases ... bx a wide
range of state actions. which cut across traditional
functional lines,

2. In the new role, the state employs an active strategy to

improve its competitix (mess I» confronting and taking
advantage of prevailing economic forces.

:3. In the new role, a fundamentally different set of
institutional arrangements ... is used to accommodate the

new strategic orientation, institutions that are more

xersatile and flexible in permitting the state to anticipate.
specialize. experiment. integrate, evaluate, and adjust in
dealing with new and changing economic forces.

POsler ( 1 913.11. )(Well recognized the emulation phenome-

non that was highlighted earlier: "Over time. ali of the states

lime tended to adopt the policies and institutions forged by the

leaders. and thus. the basic economic role maintained a certain

similarity from state to state.-

The next section presents ex idence that Fosler''s mid-1980s

conclusion about "new strategic orientation- and "institutions

that are more versatile and flexible- was an overstatement and

premature. \Vhen leadership is illustrated by most-recent-to-at

examples. then judgments about \ ersatilik and flexibility may

he extraneous. 13y definition. any initiative that lies outside the

control of existing line agencies will be versatile and flexible,

until those agencies and other interested (i.e.. unable to bendit

parties marshal/ their legislative and other political forces to

corral the mustang.

Ci
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Examples of Recursion

California's Employment Training Panel

Calif Onia's Employment Training Program (1.71.1)1 is just ill-

ablY famous as an innovatiYe state initiative to advance adult

workforre quality. The intent here is not to replough already

tilled soil. Instead. selected aspects of F,TI)'s nine years of mat-

uration are described to illustrate tyyo points made earlier:111

the inevtatbility of structural refinement. and 121 the limited role

of formal evaluation.'

It is ironic that the E.TP ' teas signed k the Goy -

ernor during the thinl quarter Of 1982. at the end of back-to-

back recessions in 1980-1912.'' The irony lies in the fact that

the ."11.1111dON% olopportunity- that opened to permit creation of

the ETP was California's reaching an unemployment compensa-

tion trust fund level that triggered a mandatory out in the unem-

ployment compensation tax rate. which covered employers were

then required to pay.'"

Taking zulvantage of the 0.1 percent Employment Training

Tax on employers who had positive balances in their unemploy-

ment compensation tax account); the Califontia Legislature

simultaneously declared that "I t !here are Isle! an inadequate

number of jobs in this state to turd the needs of those seeking

W RK INC

employment- and "... there is an acute need For skilled workers

in particular occupations.-'"

Three categories of eligible trainees \yene identified in the

VAT's enabling legislation:

I . l nemployment insurance claimants:
2. lieent exhaustees of unemployment insurance alto have

remained unemployed: and
3. Potential' y displaced workers who 00011(1 otherwise become

unernployneni instlramr Cialft/(//1/.V !emphasis added I.'"

The enabling legislation then continued with obligatory

assurances that:

The hinds made available hy this chapter shall supplement
but not displace funds available through existing programs
conducted by employers themsek es and public programs....
In addition. it is further the intention of the 1,egislature that
pmgrams developed pursuant to this chapter shall not
replace. parallel. supplant. compete with. or duplicate in any

way already existing approved apprenticeship programs.'"

eTh
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Unlike many other state programs that have been authorized

specifically to solidify the role of public training entities:" the

EIP's enabling legislation provides that in lothing in this chap-

ter shall be construed to preclude any employer from contracting

with any public or private training entity for services. subject to

the approval of the panel.- This set up a direct test of the accura-

cy of Fosler's detection of a new strategic orientation involving

fundamentally different institutional arrangements.

Other important provisions in the ETP's enabling legislation

include the following:

Pa 'lulus shall be made in accordance with it performance
contract under Nhieli partial pax molts ma\ be made
during training, a partial pieyment may he made on
placement or retention of each trainee. and not less than
23 percent of the negotiated lee is withheld until the
trainee has been retained in employment for 01) (lays after

the end of training with a single employer. except for those
occupations in which it is not customin for a worker to be
employed (X) consecutive days %ith a single employer.
The Department of Economic and Business Development
shall determine those firms considering locating or
expanding businesses irl the Still(' in order to enable the
Employment Training Panel to expedite the processing of
contracts for these firms....
The IF :11 panel and the I )apartment of Economic and

Business Development shall ,agree within 61) days of the

enactment of this subdivision to a statement of coordina-
tion and purpose relating to the mutual assistance to be

provided b the ETI pant.) and the ..epartment of

Economic. and Business Ucmloprnenl ptu.mant to this

chapter.
To assist the IETI panel and the I pgislature in assessing
the impact of this chapter over an extended period of tint'.
the Employ ment Development Department shall deelop
and maintain a continuous employment. wage. and benefit
history of participants in projects authorized pursuant to
this chapter and of a random sample of unemployment
insurance (laimants. The design of this hision shall be
subject to the revie%, and approval of the [VII panel and

the review and recommendations of the 1pgislative
Analyst.

WORKING

1 sunset provision required that the ETP remain in effect

only until Januar, I. 1987. in the absence of statutory extension

or deletion.

Statutory references to mitiulatol cooperation %% it II the De-

partment of Economic and Business Development and with the

I pgislat i Analst are the first hints of strings being attached

to the otl erwis(' largely autonomous Paners actions.

At the outset, with a first-year budget 0855 million." the

Panel utilized Master Contractors to perform many of the out-

reach and management functions that were required to process

training contracts. Included among these public-sector and

private- sector Nlaster Contractors were the California Nlantilac-

hirers Association, the I Ms Angeles (:ommunit College Dis-

trict. and the Northern California I ligher Education I)istrict. In

other NOdS. out of \ tat get 1.111(1e1Va) .21 the

players %sere called upon. These Master Contractors acted as

agents. or brokers.. on behalf of the fame'. In addition. the Panel

entered into letters of intent to fund projects developed by such

other entities as the California l)epatment of Commerce. the

Office oldie Chancellor of Communitx Colleges. and the San

1)iego Regional Emplonient and Training Consortium (Legisla-

tive 17(11)st 198(1). Individual trainees went. selected by these

contracting agents. \o criteria, other than the tie to actual or

anticipated unemploy merit compensation cost const.quences.

%%ere imposed by the Panel.

It is ironic that the ETP. its 111111On,ill ildlICIVI1(1` 10

performance-based contract pa mein procedures. 1VZIs quickly

criticized for early failures to ensure that public funds wen, not

being substituted for business investments that would otherwise

have kern made: -The Panel should have all ind(Tendent re-

\ iew of its operational pnicedures and business data require-

ments to ensure that all feasible program accountability controls

and necessary information syslcnns are in place- (Young 1983,

34-37).2' The very flexibility and responsiveness that appealed

to the employer clients was immediately targeted as being in-

compatible with !mulct-it public management standards.''
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Other 1983 na-0111110'fidat ions for COrrectire action (Young

1985, 3.1-37) included the following:

The 1)ttnel should consider establishing goals and
priorities for training programs;
The Patel should review its process rordcwiliiination of
likely dispiacpriwilt;

Pan,' should revie\,- its method fin- (Ietenninkg the
fixed fee price; and
The Panel should conduct further follow-up on program
completer:: past the 90 day retention.

The Legislative Analyst's 19W) "'vie" (IL 33) of Panel mil\ I.-

t ies leveled it barrage of shots:

In general. we conclude that the panel is no/ maximizing the
use of LIP funds to attain legislative goals. Our re\ iew
suggests that. due to vague program policies. F.TP primarily.

trains employed individuals who probably do not qualify as
employees "likely to be displaced....-

Finally, we find that FITes contribution to the state's
economic (1,1(.1pnwilt probably is minimal. primarily
because there are lev, opportunities for training to dramati-
cally impro\ e the future hoalth of a firm. \Ve belie\ e,
howe\ er that the panel could increase 1:.TIrs potential
impact on the economy by intensifying its focus on assisting

snud/ business.

Ilere. the Legislative Analyst's Office has substituted unsub-

stantiated assertions (e.g.. "there are few opportunities for train-

ing to dramatically impro \ e the future health of a firm-) for the

Panel's vagueness. In addition, having concluded that there are

kw such opportunities, the Analyst's Office then endorsed an

intensified focus on small businesses.

\"e hat is clear is that after just three years. ad\ orates and

adversaries were establishing their positions in anticipation of

opportunities to amend the original enabling legislation. For

example, in No\ ember 1986, just seven months after the I .414is-

halve Analyst's review apiwared. a third-party vendoes inch-

WORKING

pendent assessment was released. The conclusions of this report

( Training Research Corpefration 1980, 1 0 ) include the lid lowing:

Th, ilit'leasC in raniings is estimated to have an economic
impact amen- 31.6 million dollars on the California Econo-
my. In addition El? participants received 45:30,000 less in
1!1 benefits in the year after training, then I ski in the year
before.

The substantial increases in earnings for participants,
particularly those in the potentially displaced eligibility
group indicate that ETP training has led to increased
productivity among these workers.

It appears from these preliminary results that E'l'P is
meeting its goal of reducing unemplo unlit. placing partici-
pants in secure well paid jobs and increasing productivity.
lint. mon. sophisticated research is needed to measure ETP's
exact ('((lit ribut ion.

Is it any wonder that evaluations have a limited impact on

legislati ef actions? \\ hat is a legislator. \\ ho is assigned to

perhaps (ire or more committees. to make of the 1pgislati\e

Anal .st's report and this contractor assessment?

In February 1986. with full awareness of the Legisla;ive

Analyst's forthcoming report schedule, the Panel voted to spon-

sor legislation to return 820 million from its 1985-86 legislative

appropriation to the states unemployment compensation trust

fund account (Employm('nt Training Panel 1986, 86). This

"refund- was explicith tied to administrative cost savings ac-

crued through prudent management.

The Panel carefully educated members of the IATislature in

its November 1986 report about how its prefernd measures of

effed.i1privss had been chosen to limit-the undesirable effects

that actual versus planned performance comparisons have in a

dynamic economic context. Criticism:: of unduly high kvels of

unencumbered funds were deflected br embracing these figures

as e\ idence of alert management terminating spending flows

\\ hen cin-umstanees warrani.

-"
4. I 151n ;
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The Panel's report to the IAgislatur( also documented its

interagency cooperative agreements with the California f)eirart-

merit of Commerce. the Chancellor's Office of the California

Community. ( :olleges, and the I )epartment of 1.-,localion. The

November IWO report ended kith the Ibllowing paragraph

(Employment Training Panel 1986, 70):

To assist in this Imarkotingl effort. the Panel is exploring new
approaches to marketing by seeking to contract %Sidi
appropriate entities that will work to increase the Panel's
outreach to business and labor in California. These outreach
efforts will be conducted on both a statewide and local basis
and include outreach to small and minority-owned
businesses.

These statements. and behind-the-scenes refinements of its

day-to-day practices.'" document the Panel's sensitivity to the

interests of potentially important constituencies who ought Mille

been overlooked in the frenzied early years of breaking ncw.

ground.

The four-year period from 19113 to I 984) can be looked upon.

ill retrospect. as a learning intenal.'llie Panel members mid

staff had to improvise from the outset. Agents. trainees. and

employers alike had to learn the ropes oldie new program. And

those who thought they were poorly seri ed had lime to rally

their forces to gain a larger piece of the action.

The Panel's October 1087 News/eiter r(Torted :Arm 1alfter

months of discussion. the SVNen-invniber Employ merit Training

Panel approved a statement on priorities and criteria for the

Aion of training funds at its September mecting...." In-

.firiong these priority pros isions wen) the following:

The Panel shall continue to gke priority to training for
expanding businesses, for businesses locating in the state.
and lice' businesses locating in areas targeted for economic
(ley elopment by the Department of Commerce:
The Panel shall continue to give special consideration in
the evaluation of training contracts for funding: to those

WO R K I NG

that proyide special opportunities to minorities. women,
the disabled. and clerans:
The Panel shall lake full adyrintage of the results ()1' its
marketing contracts to continue and increase outreach to
small. minority, and wornen-my tied businesses. and to
labor unions:
In order to maintain a balance among all iy pes of training
the Panel shall target the allocation olapprw. imately 30
percent of its funds for training Ibr eligible participLints

who are nocIllPinll at the stall o training: and
The ['awl shall ;dye priority in the allocation of training
fonds to training for employers as part of an overall policy
(a. strategy to increase the competitiy eness and productiY-
ity of the firm's California operations. and the security of
employment for the firm's California workers.

This Its1 includes 13 priority criteria! The fact that it took

months oldiscussion to reach agreement (HI this statement of

priorities is an indication ()I' how susceptible the FIT program

had become to quite traditional negotiation and compromise

1whasiors.

lu ( )Holier 1987. the Panel adopted new provisions that

(Anrifled the normal period I'm II'I' staff rey icy\ olcontractor

requests for funding. This mollification increased the required

papcmork and lengthened the wailing periodjeopardizing two

of the core elements in the Panel's marketing presentation.

A Januar\ I 988 contractor eYaluation report (Moore. \\ iltris.

and liolus 1988. Xi-57141er, four conclusions and

recommendations:

I. First. the et idence suggests that training pro\ bled by the
Panel probably results in reduced iniemploy ment and
increased wages. and thus increased productivity. for
trainees. In the Z11):-ClICe ail control group which receiYed
no training we cannot saY with certainty !bat training
carts(((/ lower imemploYment and higher wages.

2. Second. the analYsis resealed that 'ruby iduals trained
under. the Employ mem Training Panel are more )1(lyan-
taged than those who enroll in ,ITP1 Title III 1,1ob
Training l'arrnership Act dislocated yyorkerl programs.

:i. :\ third conclusion that can be drawn from this study is
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that while indk idual and social efficiencies appear to be
directly derived fmm the Panel's approach. general social
equity may not. In fact. the pattern indicated in these
findings is that training sponsored by the Panel is shifting
to favor more ink:Imaged. less -risky retrainees, over the
less advantaged. noire risks new-hires.

. Finally. this studs. illustrated a method to track and
ik ablate the impact of changes in Panel policy.

Conclusions 2 and 3 provide additional evidence that the

Panel's atiy ities were tun\ being judged by differew

than mere set forth in the 1982 enabling legislation. Conclusion

4 indicates hin% little attention hail been g.k en to the enabling

legislation's mandate that "... a continuous employ merit, Nage.

and benefit history of participants in projects authorized pursu-

ant to this chapter and of a random sample of unemploy went

insurance claimants- be maintained.'"

The Panel's ltd). /990 Annual Plan /990-9P' notes dial:

i In 1982. when the State I.egislature passed the legislation
creating the Panel. California's average annual unemploy-
ment rate \%as nearl\ 1(1 percent. one of the highest rates in
years. .Among the reasons fO this high unemployment rate
was a number of devastating plant closures. These closures
left hundreds of experienced. highly skilled persons unem-
ployed. The initial focus of the Panel it as to train these
displaced workers for nil% emplin merit in goimi. well-paying
jobs. In the years since then. California's economy. and the
persons %%hi) require training. have changed dramatically....
Businesses still have training needs. but the emphasis now is
on maintaining a competitive edge by producing the highest

quality product possible. The California economy today is
being challenged by competition from other states and
overseas. The state's success in meeting that challenge will
depend largely on its ability to maintain and improve a
skilled and productive sork force. As a result, a growing
number of businesses are requesting Panel funding fi
retraining existing employees.

WORKING

Assembly Bill 28. effective in January 1990. requires the

Panel to:

provide for a cooperative nekyork with other state and local
agencies and set aside specific dollar amounts for upgrade
training. demonstration projects. and projects that will
retrain ne\lly legalized aliens under the Immigration Reform
and Control Act of 1986 (Stevens et al. 1981. 5).

The I990-9 I allocation of Si 00 MI1110113" was now earmarked

in the following ways:

13.0 percent to new hires and those who had actually
recek ed layoff notices:
20.0 percent to small business projects:
20.0 percent to retraining programs:
20.0 percent to the California Supplier Improx (quint( Plan
(or similar program s)":
8.0 percent to Interagency Special Considerations':
5.0 percent to plant closure responses:
2.7 percent to upgrade training projects:
2.7 percent to demonstration projects: and
0.0 percent to Immigration Reform and Control Act
projects.`'

It is reasonable to conclude from this earmarking that the

program has adapted" to its environnoint (i.e.. the Panel's

allocations no reflect the cumulatke influence in er eight years

of gm VITION. legislators. and California's version of Kolderie's

"spending coalitions'").

A final impodant :--tipulation in Assembly Bill 28 is the

following:

IA Idditional standards shall pro...ide that payments not he
considered earned until a showing by the contractor has been
made that the training has resulted in measurable productk i-
t\ or other improvements that result in a net benefit to the
Califiwnia economy.'
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This provision is a direct result of a multi-state demonstration

project sponsored by the National Governors' Association.

The July 1990 Panel Aesletler reports that:

it Ihe Panel and the Chancellor's Office. California Communi-
ty College/Economic Development Network recently have
joined inn-es on two important projc One is an interagency
agreement designed to improve coordination between the two
agencies. Under this agreement COCCC /H)>Net will develop
a data base on college based Panel programs, prepare a
marketing plan for use within the COCCC's rive regions.
prepare informational brochures, and conduct regional
seminars about FAT targeted to community college staff and
employer-s;"

Finally. the Panel's Summer 1991 .Veres1Piter begins with the

following sentence: "If there are two cords that best describe the

Employment Training Panel's goals for Fiscal Year 1991-92,

they are 'Market' and 'Coordinate. The Newsletter continues:

1lill1V of these objectives emphasize the need for the Panel to
take a more pro-active approach to addressing the needs of
California's workers and businesses by marketing its program
directly to those occupations, industries, and regions with the
most potential for growth. The objectives also stress increased
coordination with private industry councils. vocational
education providers. business and labor organizations. and
other government agencies."

In addition to the previously cited funds allocation categories

for 1990-91, the 1991-92 Budget Act requires the Panel to allo-

cate 82.7 million "to train and employ participants in the Greater

Avenues to Independence (GAIN) program.-

The Panel's 1991-92 Plan also focuses on "an analysis of the

economic and labor market trends for ten economic regions in

California. These labor market regions represent areas with

similar economic characteristics and employment patterns.-

Flynn's (1991a) research suggests that this analysis should focus

W`ORKING

on firms within industries because of life-cycle differences at the

more aggregated level.

At the beginning of this subsection. it was stated that "select-

ed aspects of ETP's nine years of maturation are described to il-

lustrate two points made earlier: (1) the inevitability of structur-

al refinement. and (2) the limited role of formal evaluation.- The

maturation chronology that has been described here documents

both points. The recommendations found at the end of this pa-

per' are intended to introduce more strategic thinking into the

structural refinement process of state programs like the ETP.

Given the predictable recursive process and what is known

about life-cycle patterns. what practical changes can be made to

promote the Panel's future contribution to California's economy?

Enterprise Florida

This subsection describes a very different chronology. but

one that complements California's Employment Training Panel

as an exemplar of the three-step recursive process. Florida's

current status is particularly important as a platform upon which

this paper's reommendations can he tested.

In 1968. Florida became the sixth state to establish an in-

dustry-specific training program."' The employer-eligibility

criterion for funding through an Industry Services Training

Program is that the business be ne%. expanding, or diversifying.

The intent is to supplement ongoing vocational education pro-

grams in circumstances in AN hich a local education agency could

not be expected to have anticipated the net d in a timely man-

ner. Competitive rivalry conies into play in the determination of

which local education agency will be given responsibility to

conduct an approved training program. All training programs

are conducted cooperatively, with the local educational agency

taking responsibility for the required training or for training is a

geographic area, or With the agency being designated by a

regional coordinating council. From a state adminiAratoes

standpoint. this range of choice is a distinct strength.
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In 1985. 17 years after the Industry Services T'aining quick-

start program was authorized, the Florida 1.egislature passed a

Sunshine State Skills Act. with an initial appropriation of

S7(X).000, to be administered by the' State Board of Community

Colleges. An Economic Development Advisory Committee,

appointed by the Community College Board, issues periodic

requests for proposals from the state's 28 community colleges.

The purpose of these grants is to pros ide "instructional pro-

grams that coincide with targeted current and future employer

requirements.- Participating businesses must at least match the

grant amount, and sequential zmards to a single business entik

are permitted. For 1989-(X). the Sunshine State Skills Corpora-

tion budget had increased to S3.9 million."

The quick-start and request -for- proposals approaches arc

complementary in some respects and competitke in others.

Timeliness of response distinguishes them, as does the require-

ment of an employer match in the Sunshine' State Skills pro-

gram. Iloy%ever. each competes fire the SLIM(' 1)0(11 of plieral

revenue funds that legislators are prepared to commit for eco-

nomic development purposes.

These two generic industry-specific training initiatives uere

complemented in 1987 In- the creation of a third public/private

partnership program: Centers of Electronic Emphasis and Cen-

ters of Electronic Specialization (Grisham 1988). Fifteen Cen-

ters of Electronic Emphasis and sixteen Centers of Electronic

Specialization Yere located at community colleges and vdcat ion-

al-technical center: throughout the state. Based on 1987 bud-

gets for each of the centers operating in that car. these

programs Nere receiving more than S million of state funds.

The partnership imolved the Florida f figh Technology and

industry Council. the Florida State Legislature. the Division of

Vocational. Adult. and Community Edud ation. the Di ision of

CommunitY. Colleges. a private electronics industry. and the

1.'niveNit of South Florida (Grisham 1988).

The puri)ose of the Centers for Electronic Emphasis was ''to

promote a climate of excdIldnce in education, assure a supply of

WORKING

quality teachers, strengthen educational partnerships. and pre-

pare students for a competitive world marketplace through

state-of-the-art training in partnership with state-of-the-art

industry guidance.- The Centers of Electronic Specialization

"were initiated to provid,' exemplary. industry based training in

advanced or specialized electronics areas.-

These complementary school -based and industry-based

approaches in the electronics field here said to he just the' visi-

ble tip of a publi /private partnership iceberg. "A statewide

replication plan has been implemented and long range goals are

to develop centers in twenty-two (additional] community colleg-

es and eighteen !additional] area vocational schools.- In 1989.

six additional occupational areas were under study for future

development.

Florida's 1989 General Appropriations Act directed Floi-

da's Postsecond ary Education Planning Commission to:

conduct a study of the Sunshine State Skills and Industry
Services Programs. The study shall analyze the goals.
object iyes. operating procedures and any measurable
indicators of the effectiveness of the ivo programs.

In February 1990. the Postsecondary Education Planning

Commission (1990. ii -y) offered 13 recommendations. including

the following:

In order to enhance coordination and communication
between the Industry Services Training Program and
Sunshine State Skills Program. !designated! individuals
should serve as full voting members of both the Industry
Services Adt ism Onincil and the Economic Develop-
ment Ad. isd)r Committee. To further improve coordina-
tion of these two discrete programs. the SSSP should be
limited to providing training to upgrade the skills of
employees of diversifying and expanding businesses
already located in Florida. Quick start programs for new
industry should solely be the responsibility of IS'l'P.
'File ady isory councils for the two programs should!
exercise particular diligence to ensure that (a) training
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funded through the ISTP and SSSP is not already
available through the local community college. school
district, or private industry council. and (b) the training
promotes economic development by providing specialized
entry-level skills to new workers or supplemental skills to
current employees 1Y-hose job descriptions are changing or
expanding.

The authorizing legislation for the SSSP should be
clarified to specify that the program should only be used
to support those advanced technical skill training needs
which are at a level commensurate with the postsecondary

vocational programs offered by community colleges.
No additional SSSP funding should be made available for
management/supervisory or health care training until a
determination is made that appropriate cuncula and
instructional materials are not already available.
'The lHorida Department of Comelier Targeted Indus-
trial Cluster List should continue to he used yy ithin the
Industry Sery ices Training Program and Sunshine State
Skills Program.
Both the ISTP and SSSP should require that the name and

social security number of each person trained through
ISTP and SSSP funds be collected and mainte.ined 1w the

state agency responsible for administering these pro-

grams.

In addition to program completions and placements other
indicators of effectiveness should be des eloped and

monitored in each program by the state agency responsi-
ble for administering these programs.

The 1991-92 budget of the newly renamed Sunshine State

Skills Productivity and Technology Program is only 8550.000.

and there is aCti1e c unsideration 1.111(1C111aN of combining this

program with the Industry Services Training Program. and then

relocating the consolidated program in a nes% administrative

honie. The Centers of Electronic Emphasis and Centers of Elec-

tronic Specialization programs are being dismantled. These

changes indicate how vulnerable state initiatives are to fiscal

exigencies and to changes in executive personalities.

In 1988-89. the Florida Chamber (1989) sponsored Corner-

stone "to promote new strategic directions for Florida's future.-

This led, in Wm. to SRI International's (1991, Aug,. 26: I())
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preparation of a strategic implementation plan entitled -Enter-

prise Florida.- The stated rationale for Enterprise Florida is a

"fragn hmted economic development system today-- (i.e.. fragmen-

tation. lack of leadership. 110 Critical mass). The recommended

solution is to ''create an integrating force to provide leadership. a

means to network and leverage resources." The suggested frame-

work for doing this is a reorganization of the basic way in which

the state deals with industrial clusters. regions, service deliverers.

and foundations (i.e., human resources, capital financing. tehnol-

ogy research and development. physical infrastructure. tax and

regulatory- climate, and quality of life). The proposed new relations

identify- a Board of Directors for Enterprise Florida. with separate

Research and Marketing branches to address regional service

deliverers and statewide industrial clusters. The following five

entities are seen as the building blocks for this initiative:

I. Florida "e"echnology Partnership Corporation:
2. Enteq)rise COIlloration:

:1. Private Sector Risk Capital Partnership:
t. Florida Itevelopment Finance: and
5. Florida Training Partnership.

three-year Migration Plan is Foposed. ys ith first year en-

aiding legislation. funding, stalling, and strategic planning. This

tinning yvould he ideal hie- Florida's sell Mg as a state laboratory for

the recommendations that are proposed at the end of this paper.

California and FloridaOnce More

These two chronologies have been offered as elmlimentatiori of

the instability that characterizes state efforts to address adult

workforce quality issues. To some extent. shat has been described

can be characterized as a natural and desirable flexibility to re-

main responsive to changing economic conditions. However, much

of the institutional modification is a consistent maturation phe-

nomenon that has been abseiled in many other state settings. The

goal of the remainder of this paper is to develop practical solutions

to the eulTellt haphazardness of this recursive process.
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IV. The Importance of Step One

in the Recursive Model of State Action

The Califonna and i'lorida case-histories 0:' program matura-

tion focused on step 2 tan initial polio} decision) and step 3

(subsequent polies decisions) of the three-stage model. Neither

of these CX11111ple:-, pros ides 11111(.11 insight into the importance of

step I an up-to-dat understanding of a state's current work-

force quality and public and private capacities to ads ance the

level of quality. This subsection addresses these step I issues to

complete the platform that is required before runs ing on to prac-

tical recommendations for state actions to promote adult ss ork-

force quality.

Current Adult Workforce Quality

The 1110150o Institute's 1987 conclusions about the changes

that Hill 01C111' iii t1orkforre composition during the 1Crvus are

well known (I..S. Departnient of I abor I 987 )---slor v r m era' I

growth; a rising average age and shrinking pool of young en-

trants: more ss omen and minorities among the flow of entrants;

and a substantial increase in immigration.

'These onlusions an. often retreated as if they are truths

with uniform applicabilitv in New 1. ork City: snow Ball, Arkan-

sas; Peculiar, Missouri; and I l,hella, CalifOrnia. In fact. the rate

WORKING

of growth and I (hange in composition of a states adult workforce

are subject to region-specific forces that are be\ mid the direct

control of state authorities" and that differ among regions. It is

not clear, for example, whether a state's legislative and judicial

actions create or reflect a particular ens ironment of tolerance or

intolerance.

The state's role is to translate these national demographic

predictions into state-specific workforce qualih implications.

Few no's ife-code concept and recommendations are pertinent

hem as is the analytical approach recently endorsed in Florida.

The objectise should not he to describe per se." instead. the

goal should he to establish a combined early warning sIslem

and accessible intelligence network, which complement each

other. The early warning role is to alert both public and private

parties to the apparent emergence of a new, vulnerability in the

states adult workforce. This 'warning may he of three hpes: I)

detection of a totally nes% problem; 12) revelation of a new de-

gree of severity of a previoush identified problem; or (3) discov-

er% of a significant change in the speed at which a problem is

emerging. This earls warning syste m. as a component of step I
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in the three-phase recursive model, would sound the alarm of a

need for the decisive action of step 2.

The accessible intelligence network's role would he to step in

after the alarm has been sounded. Once a need for step 2 action

is recognized. there is usually an urgent scrambling for guid-

ance about what to do. To sonic extent, this disarray is ineyita-

ble.'' However. much ca:i be done to establish and maintain a

better quick-response capability in support of more informed

step 2 (and step 3) (keit:ions."' The recommendations section of

this paper responds to that need.

Institutional Capacities to Respond

A pervasive deficiency at the state le\ el is limited awareness

of %shot public and private resources can Ile maNhalled in re-

sponse to a nes\ adult workforce quality priority. An important

component in the -"accessible intelligence network- called for in

the previous subsection is an accurate inventory of curn.nt

institutional capabilities. The abstract difference of circum-

stance theme becomes yen concrete here. The piston of public

and private postsecondary education is different in each state.

long before the current focus on industn-unisersitY consortia

as a core feature in the states' arsenals.'r the states were en-

gaged in a vigorous competition to create occupational educa-

tion opportunities for adults.'''

Public vocational education in the United States is state-

specific in governance. scope. and consequence. It is naive to

engage in futile descriptions of the role for vocational education

in this country. There is no single identifiable niche.'" However.

Brint and Karol wrs conclusion about historical (and current)

turmoil within communit) colleges applies equally well to area

NOCational technical schools. to vocational programs within

comprehensise high schools. and to the vocational offerings of

nonprofit. community-based organizations:

ITThe community college has been buffeted throughout its
piston b) the contradictor) pressures of capitalism and
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democracy, efficiency and equality, and diversion and
democratization, as it continues to be an arena of conflicting
forces today. Although constrained both by organizational
interests and the logic of the larger society in %%Inch it is
embedded. the community college faces a future that is, to a
considerable extent, a matter of choice (l3rint and Karabel
1989. 2321.

Today's excitement about Tech-Prep c(Onbinat ions of sec-

ondary and postsecondary. occupational skills certification re-

calk Lester Thurow's (1976) observation 15 years ago:

Because of the rational es er-present desire fin higher quality
workers. there will always be a market for those with
background characteristic's that indicate that the) are
superior to other unemployed individuals. In this environ-
ment occupational education mos Meld private benefits. it
can certify superiority, but its social benefits will be zero.
Every person trained and employed will simply displace
someone else from the roles of the (.1111,10,wd. Training will

neither raise employment nor output. It merely reshuffles the
unemployment.

If those of you who are in occupational education ask
is here labor shortages still exist over the next IRV years. the
on! \ tnithful answer is nowhere. Neither the normal guns th of'
the economy or changes in its technolog) are going to create
skills demands that cannot be met out of the existing pool of
skills or out of simple informal on-the-job training....

In an underemployed envininment. all education is
simply- a certification process rather than a skill-creating
process. You are playing a zero-sum game where the winner
is not a person is ith some needed set of skills. but a person
who can be certified that he or she is relatively superior to
other perfectly competent job applicants. Occupational
education will be privately successful (i.e.. yield jobs and
earnings) only to the extent that it is perceived as a superior
source of workers. Does it generate good credentials?

It is left to others to debate the importance of zero-stn sub-

stitution effects in the states' adult workforce education and

training initiatises. Each state. community college. area voca

tionaktechnical school. and the like is selfishly motivated. I.et's

C.)
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admit this, and then ask: Given these motives, what can be done

to promote the three adult workforce qualities set forth in end-

note 10opportunity, incentive, and equity?

The current vogue is choice.' An increasingly important

player in offering choice is the private vendor of occupational

training services. Twenty-two years ago, A. Ham-N. Belitskv

(1970, 15-16) wrote the following prophetic words:

Private vocational schools are likely to experience consistent

growth in enrollments and greater general acceptance as an

important training resource for persons who do not attend

college....
The types of courses offered in these highly flexible

schools will be a function of at least four factors. In the first

place, the schools will continue to adapt to those areas of the

economy undergoing expansion and innovation.... Second.

and especially within a specific community, the private

schools will offer those courses that arc either not taught in

the public schools or else are unavailable in sufficient

number to meet the desires of students. The third factor is

the extent to which public schools, and even colleges

throughout the country. will decide to subcontract with the

private schools for those vocational education courses which

they cannot provide for their students. A fourth factor is loth

the increased corporate subcontracting of training \Nit!) the

schools plus the significant expansion in corporate purchase

and operation of the schools. This factor is also likely to have

an independent influence upon the general growth of the

schools.

Twenty years later, bunch (1990. 255-256) validated

Belitsky's prediction:

Clearly, adults are creating the biggest educational sector in

the country and, spurred by economic necessity, their

numbers entering classrooms in corporations, in military

posts, union halls, government buildings, and on college

campuses can only multiply.
Until fairly recently the major providers have largely

chosen to go it alone. Now, however, the same competitive

forces that are driving the increasing need for training are
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driving the formation of alliances and other new ways to

provide it....
At all levels of training for workers in many types of jobs,

more cooperative programs are being put in place. Some that

have been going on for years are institutionalized and have

fairly well-set patterns. But many, in fact most, of those we

have described are new alliances, either improvising with the

uncertain, experimental steps of ad hoc partners or dancing

with controlled steps in a carefully designed choreography.

Other authors have elalmrate(P1 on the motives and forms of

these alliances.

This turmoil represents a serious challenge to state policy

makers. Independent actions. driven by self-interest motives.

stir up dust that blurs our perception of what lies ahead. With

kV, levers at hand to fine-tune the Rube Goldberg contraption

we know as a state's %Norkforce, both initial policy decisions

(step 2) and subsequent decisions (step 3) can use a substantial

infusion of information about what these independent parties

are doing (step 1).

Again. stateirolicy makers are expected to he frustrated at

this point because no explicit commitment is made to a pre-

ferred organizational structure. What may appear to be wishy-

washiness is actually an artifact of the observation early in the

paper that "(tihe state, as a political entity in the United States,

offers great promise for practical strategic actions... There is no

unifinm structure that will serve all states and constituent per-

sonalities with equal strength and reward. The diversities of

circumstance and intention mentioned earlier arc very real and

important. What is uniformly applicable is the abstract ()lian.-

ter.zation of a recursive process, which offers ample opportuni-

ties for strategic refinement.

i) to this point. the fed,)ral partner has been left out. It is

apparent that another legacy from the 1980s is the "pushing

down" of mandated financial responsibilities (e.g., welfare and

health expenditures) from the federal level to the states. There is

increasing evidence that the states, in turn. are withdrawing

from traditional financial bonds with local jurisdictions (e.g.,

t.)
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state support of local schools).''` Examination of the financial

underpinning of federal and state responsibilities for adult
workfOrce quality is not undertaken here.

Flaring said this, it is important to recall the series of federal

initiatives in the 1960s through the 1980s"' that created new

competing institutions with the specific intention of better

ing targeted populations: fiistered spending coalitions (Kolderie

1986) that lobby to perpetuate the flor of funds that had been
triggered with little thought about the irreversible effects of

quick problem-solving action: and promoted questionable evi-
dence of change within existing institutions ill response to eligi-
bility criteria that place a premium on "new and imprm ed"
services.

V. Toward Practical Recommendations

Mari recommendations for workforce quality enhancement
are already un the table:" Quick action on some of these will

create new state "breakaway" patterns. which W, ill foster emula-

tive 11i1VPS that ripple across the country. The historical pattern
of recursive Lehavior to date suggests that this follow-the-leader
helm\ ior will involve relatively little strategic thinking.

There is widely shared agreement that one of the important

goals of slate action should be to create a climate that is ondu-
cive f..s the successful (i.e.. profitable) conduct of business.

"There are many ways to characterize this process. Henton and

Waldhorn (1988. 227-228) distinguish between a traditional

negative definition based on the absence of impediments to

autonomous action and an alternatke positk e definition based

on what is added. Eh nn (1991a) distinguishes between delen-
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sire amp intro'. alive actions in the life-cycle context anti compi,._

ments this \11111 Joseph Schumpeter's distinction between cre-

ath e destruction (hastening the demise of noncompetitive
endeavors) and creatke reconstruction (promoting the enter-

1.),-(ince of competitive replacements for disappearing emplo-

ment opportunities). °sienna!) (199)) distinguishes among

entry, further. and remedial framing because (lithe differences

in public opportunities and responsibilities with respect to each.

liv whatever catchword, the issue is the same: What are sonic

practical state opportunities and responsibilities to advance

adult workforce skills in pursuit of this "climate"?
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VI. Recommendations

In these times of Se1et. stress, it is important to clearly

define which responsibilities should be assigned to the local.

state. and federal loy els. The first grouping of three nvommen-

dations covers what is seen as it slates natural advantage coin-

pareil with each of the other jurisdictional lex els eci.momies

scut(' with respect to what ysould ()them ise h(' duplicative local

activities. coupled with a recognition of important interstate

differences with regard to possible consideration of national

acceptance of these responsibilities.

The second grouping of Iwo recommendations includes was

in which a state can attempt to fiister sustainable proxiesf(tr the

attributes al. a clan."This a greater challenge than the first

grouping because high mobility rates in the lniteil States limit

the cohesiveness Oye lime of a states residents. The goal is to

create a viable sense of -family- at the state level.

The sixth, and final, recommendation proposes a specific

realignment of current federal-state relations. lien% advantage

is taken of recent international events that have created a

window qloppurtunity to art in a prey ion* inconceivable wax.
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Take Advantage of State

Economies of Scale and Uniqueness

Three n.commendat ions are offered here: each is based on

Illy criterion that 00 one else will act if the states dan't.

ReCOMMendali0/1 One. knell .Viale bow
better use (an be made alas already existing administratire
data ststems to add strategic' 'Muscle- to puldic- and private-

sector decisions that alket adult wor41 arce quail! t.

Then. are bt yen different uses to YIiich these data ran he

put. Recall the discussion in the section on -Cut-rent Adult

Workforce Qualit' ;,'' which dist:nguished between the need for

an early warning system and the need for an access/We intelli-

gence network. Just as in the cases of lightning and earthquake

sensors. what is needed here is a strategically driven -place-

mi'nt'' of sensors about a states labor market dynamics (i.e.,

possible adult workforce renewal needs). Flynn's life-cycle

approach offers useful guidance in this regard. The early warn-

ing components of such a system would be for problem detec-

tion um-poses (i.e.. for sounding an afar/W.11re accessible
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intelligence network components would support a more

informed (i.e., strategically driven) response to this alert. "'

There are many. very recent, state-specific examples of cre-

ative uses of these data sources (e.g.. State Employment Securi-

ty Agency wage records, both secondary and postsecondary

school records, and employment and training program

records).." These uses are a predictable response to the continu-

ing plunge in data processing costs and to both mandated and

"good citizen- voluntary changes in attitudes about previous

restrictive standards for the release of these data. The states are

strung out along a continuum of awareness of what can be done

with these data. The states can also he placed along another

continuum, based on their institutional capacity to bring these

data to hear on policy issues. I3oth interest and ability must be

present. This creates an obvious opportunity for higher-level

leadership to reduce the costs each state must absorb to learn

about what other states are doing?'

Recommendation Two. Each state should document uat it is
presently able to say about current institutional capacities to
respond to identified adult workforce needs.

Again, states are arrayed along a continuum of timeliness.

comprehensiveness. and accuracy of this type of infbnnation.

State Occupational Information Coordinating Committees have

accepted responsibility for this role in a number of states how-

ever, none is known to reflect the types of life-cycle and skill-

standard certification imperatives that appear in the Flynn

(1992) and Sheets (1992) papers. Few of the states have made a

serious attempt to maintain a current understanding of the mag-

nitude and composition of student flows through private pctst-

secondary career schools. Community college reporting systems

are uneven in quality arm timeliness.

There is a parenthetical intention hidden in the simplicity of

this recommendationthose states that are shocked at how

little is known about current institutional capacities to respond
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to adult workforce needs are urged to take necessary steps to

correct these deficiencies. Symbolic action is not endorsed. Too

much infonnatiort of the wrong type is already collected. This

has created substantial and irreversible cynicism among those

who are asked to provide information to state authorities. If

there is no intention to use new information in support of wetter

policy decision making, then the infommtion should not be

sought for mere cosmetic purposes. Indeed, states would be well

advised to offer a quid pro quo to data providersthat new

information requests will he (at least) offset by deletion of un-

needed information that rs now collected.

Recommendation Three. States should investigate whether
Canada's JOBSCAN concept would meet some of their
important information needs with respect to the life -cycle
di atnics of their state economies.

Canada's Employment and Immigration Commission is near-

ing the end of a decade-long developmental phase fig a ne%,

occupational skills requirements/embodiments data base and a

derivative occupational classification system.' Briefly, this

JOBSCAN system consists of 9I occupation-specific (orriccu-

pational cluster-specific) check lists, which both employers and

individuals complete. In principle.' these "employer require-

ments.' and "individual attributes" create a data base that can

then be used for a v,ide ariety of diagnostic purposes concern-

ing the dynamics of an economy.

Canada expects to introduce both the JOBSCAN data base

and the derivative National Occupational Classification system

in the fall of 1992, after additional prototype testing and person-

nel training. Ohio has recently issued a Request for Proposals

for vendor assistance in the design and implementation of an

Employment Service Automation Project. which incorporates

the JOI3SCAN concept as a core feature.

JOBSCAN should not be seen as an off-the-shelf panacea

that can be adopted with little disruption of current labor market
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information and labor exchange practices: In Me\ er, it is a prom-

ising concept that warrants serious attention. Interstate differ-

ences that have been cited throughout this paper support the

state as the appropriate level for action on this recommendation.

Create Clan-Proxies

Two recommendations are offered here.

Recommendation Four. States should expand the scope of
reciprocal expectations fr. on, those individuals and organiza-

tions that wyypt bemfitsfram the state.

It was pre% iouslv noted that the business communik, has

become much more sat \\ in recent years about how responsive

governors and state legislators are to threatened reductions-in-

force of incumlyent employees and to pnrsis.cts of expanded

emploment in either existing or new facilities. Other states are

encouraged to ir)llow the lead of California's Employment Train-

ing Panel in requiring contractors who receive ETP funds to

provide the state with social security numbers of affected train-

ees. so they can then be tracked to determine whether and hor,

they continue to contribute to California's economy.

At a different level of detail. but still in the spirit of reciproc-

ity. it 511001d be recognized that an extraordinary amount of

information about unsuccessful candidates for jobs is lost once a

hiring decision is made. If num.(' can be teamed almart win those

who are not chosen are dismissed. then a n111(.11 better approach

to renwdiation could be designed. The litigious nature of our

society makes this a challenging pnl,osal. Businesses v, ill rear

real harm from revealing accurate inframat ion about their per-

sonnel screening criteria. Anoiryruity could be promised. at

least in a demonstration context.

Recommendation Fire. States should cirri:lid y investigate the

consequences that lidlotcji.om theforthcoming expansion of

competency cert

WORK IN (;

There is one criterion that cannot he used in personnel

screening practices: any universal attribute. Emplr,yers cannot

sort or distinguish among candidates. if all candidates offer the

same measured level of competence. Employer, will then be

forced to rely on some other sorting criterion. As 'Harrow noted.

credentials are fine For those who offer the preferred status and

for those who are the recipients of this preference. The states

have a compelling interest in knowing who will be the winners

and losers in this competition.

This is not an argument against competency measurement

per se. It is a warning that states must be alert to the gnw-

specifi fallout that might be expected to accompany this action.

The anticipated spread of Tech-Prep programs warrants particu-

lar attention. What employment and earnings patterns will re-

sult fOr specific subgroups within the population of those who

enter such a program track?

Endorse a New Type of Federal-State Partnership

Just one final recommendation is offered here, but last is not

least. In ratan respects. this proposal offers the host promise for

a fundamental breakthrough in lam adult w,orkforce quality

advances are made.

RecomMendation Six. The states should join with the l .S.
Apartment of Dfj.ense in achieving a recommitment of funds

and expertise r" om training militar1 personnel to adult

'cork:three removal.

Like any organization that is facing a reduction-in-forre. the

militar) Sell ices ill be receptive to a creatke pmposal for %%hat

the\ ought to do next. The large commitment of funds and

skilled training personnel. both military-specific and unrelated

to militan needs, will be "up for grabs.''

Just as Eisenhower sold the interstate higImm s stem on

national emergency preparedness grounds. so too can sustained

renewal of' the nation's adult workforce be iLISfilled. The 111011'V
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need 1101 ht. taken 111%11.. (.11)111 the l)vpartmnt of l)efnse.

which has multiple adult continuing education units within the

respect i% e Sell lee hranelleS. TheSe serVie branches, 1101101er.

are distributed unevenly throughout the stalesthus the ratio-

nale for state partnerships with the L.S. l)epartment of Defense.

or more auately. v. it It the indiN Huai lwanhes.

Endnotes

'Re/10.4(m in in:ahem:Ric, i, a ilkleetbat iteleht stle,tatill pf
ele111111I, i, detentlitled h\ an operation on one or mow preceding
clentenl., using an 1.111(. recursil e model reIvals a prose
that can repeat itself indefinitely, or until a specified condition is
,atisfled.

: Promotion of .1rategiv action in this sense does not mean atkocat. for ;t
thoroughgoing recasting of political and bureaucratic !whin Mr. Instead,
basic inotiN es and re% valid beim% tors an. accepted a, "gk ens.-

.\ (I% antage is then taken of these mottos s and helm% Mrs to "tinker
around the (Igt..- in practical 1\ i.1\ that can he e\ pected to lime
important con,equenes for it slates ompetiti% (mess as well as for its
workforce members' opportunities to prosper through productie
employment.

'One author recently character-lied states that engage in this practice it,
kitylhirraCit'S.T111: toms in response 1(1 Florida (;(nertior I iw ton Chiles'
remark that "I plolicy is something von steal front eerlio(1 (see
(;olden 1 1901. I I .\ tig.: 1(4).

'lien. leader Inca'', -first or itiost ovent lo act. Men. this definition of
leader-hip is conlii:ed ith hest-pnielice action. hikirliinatel. the
quicker the einulatke response, the les, likel the follower is to know
Nhiit the consequences of 111.6011 N\ ill ht..

goal of the recommendations offered at the end of the paper is to !lime
more of this on arene.o nJ difrences ahead of the adoption decision.
This is pile important aspect of the recursive process that is to be
describedthe status quo that one got ernor and legistatike hod Leine
a, the result of their actions (and inaction) is the starting point for.theii-
StleeeSfOrs.

WORKING

These federal-state partilersillpS C011111 be eXpeeled to Ilae

pnISpelS than 1110'4. \\ hat better Militial

bonding of interests than all Congressional Districts and the

L .S. Department of Defet Ise?

Tho,e who adocitte significant increases iu resource commitments to
progiarn (% carol offer cogent evlanations for widespread
disinterest in such aeti inv.., \\ In don't employer, ,141111 to knots 1,1111'11

mhout the pl(1110(11%il effects of their own imestimmts in twining?
Plea- for a change in helm% ior would he well ,tined In starting v. ith a
hotter understanding of current helm\ int.

Reference to the "(vial it nra slate's adult v,orkforee has little practical
meaning w idiom illitstratie anchor, that promote a uniform under -
standing of the goal that is sought. lien.. four important elements of
qualit :ire proposed: t II opportunihthe emerging rti,li to embrace
competency measurement and work-based learning must lie accompa-
nied b a parallel interest in the breadth and depth of continuing
employment opporninitv: (2) i/weatite--110111 pin and 1111S11 forces (i.e..
carrots and sticks) an pertinent here: (3) eqllill --queuing rulesare
necessar in the ithsenre of entitlement opportunity for all similarl
qualified candidates. %kith idespread acceptance of these rules being
an important dimension of qualit: and I fl proelw twit v--viewed hurt
as a residual result attic other three elements. which is a re\ ersal of
the mom MI11111011 iill'Illirki111011 of productiit as an essential
prerequisite that limits the (omit to vhich the other three element, can
he realized.

"The lens seri.sion should int interpreted as the 01)setlill outcome of loth
intentional (i.e direct) and third-party choices. Recall the pre% ious

pessimistic conclusion that purposehil ation to affect adult workforce
quality must swim upstream against a strong tide of countervailing
ktrees I,n% ceilings on private imestmnts in productiN ity
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enhancement that occur for many will documented lvasims. including
weak bonds Iletxvven emplox1.I's hull 1'1111110y ves. and uncertainty' ;thou!

Ihv haw'. "HP "I vol"1".1"tric,' arquircd 1(1(19

'Tiso references sent to clarify what is meant here. concept ina

constrained shart-term choice of comparative workforce qualiti can he
likened to llihael l'ector's concept of it nation's "choice of position'
along a continuum of international competitix env, (see Porter I I 9(101).

Nations don't -choose- any more than stales exercise It precisely
defined choice, hoe, licenses dill Mill% idual industries as a practical
unit-of-analysis. which permits him to assemble useful comparisons

among nations. \\ hilt. the itielustr unit ul sunhats isles, applicable
here. the concept of "espousing" It comparatit tut 1'I 481111k V,111'ki111-41.

(Viably '4181114'11,111r s1111,1111,14111 111(11141114111111 of the recursive. or

rpetitixe. features of the model. This linear concept of a continuum is
sitlit6 a modern adaptation of older "whits of oen.ix c comparison"
terminology in the industrial relations literature (see Floss I() 1811. This

mulli-dintensional concept assist, in a isiuditittion of those %%ith
statewide interests in adult uorkforce quality -.scoffing: about'. Mr
appropriate comparath I. ,1711111:1141, (e.g., \dm( adjacent stale, ourdoing:

or %%hat %Miler:Able states :.n ()lien ngl.

"'Neither politician, 11111"01114.1"1.\1.4111iIc managers rharded fill
candidly admitting that (Si-'n. sill/ tr ing to gel It handle on that
problem. Instead. each often opts to holdlx assert that "we're going to
lucid.: nes% ground.- de liono's eloquent phrase captures the essence of

this helm% ior: -No one is paid to sit around being apaltle of acbicte-

nett. \s there is no nay of assessing such capabilay. it is necessin, to

pax and promote according to achiexments. I'm. better in dig

the %%rung hole le \ en one that is recognized as being wrong( to MI
11111111V,,111. di/111111,M 141 -.11 ill'01111111t(Indvring %%hene to start digging."

(Sec de Iloilo I 19671.1

" tints of these examples requit fucker elaboration and refinement. The
kex features of maturation that anc presented here should sufl ice to
illustrate the ucrurart of the tectusixe model. This, in turn. will

pro% idt. the platform upon ubirh 11(.1% strategiceilli dclined components

can 111- asS('1111/11'11.

Agi1111. this is not an hurt -to%%er [logging of the inelliciencies and

inequities that aoutpan our unique Wend ill public and prkate
interests. Practical inipuneinents ran be achieved V.11110111 11111 \ °king

alarmed cries of -gm ernment intrusion- on private premgati% es.

"[se of die .TI' as ;in exemplar of limited eta/tuition may surprise readers

%%Ito knol% that the :111 is 01, of the most intoiselx

programs in the country (see documentation utllltll Oa, subsection).

This is II"' is an "anilii°
NV11Z111101'S 11th. sat Z1110111 the assessments of other programs?

" Assemblv Rill 3 I-01. which has signed into lin% on September I I. 1982.

.1ssmbly Bill 3 13 I. authorized the Emplov mem Training 1'ton! (see
(:alifontia Statutes of 1982. Chapters 107 1 and 10731.

Also in 1982. California's community college oxstmli established an
mployer-Based Training Program. the stated goals of which %%ere to

"provide training in Tim% aril emerging technological industries:

W0111( ING

pro% ilk. training for unemployed. underemplin ed. those affected Ice

economic dislocations and those with obsolete or inadequate skills:
,eclire (liner Ninifintratit and ill emelt! from the business/

comintinit in support of employment naining ograms:

!midi prmide sidliciern am1 encouragement to ;clicity local

colleges to respond to 1,11'111 111.111S ill It VilliPty new

programs, high tech program,. securing and equipment from
industry. developing eons/unit of colleges or programs. or innovittie
group of program, and sell ices- (see (:liancellor's ()nice 1987 'rid,

lob, Ii. -loot in lin, in the degree of

interagency cooperation that is described in the folloiing pages.

'The purpose of this trigger in all states is to offer the business conitininity
assurance that once all aeluarialli prudent most fund Iialancl. is

reached. the applicable lap rate %i ;II he rill 115 [Midi IS possible Io

uwinlain MI equilibrium het%%eett the otallo%% of benefit pii litmus to

claimants and the continuing intim% of earmarked la \ \ 4.11111's. 111 filet.

1111.111.11.11111141114111 441 111e appropriate trigger leci is high] eoutro,o--

sial. and the ales' track records in inaintaitUng trust hind sol% envy is

' This is not all unemployment compensation iiix. It is a dollar-fordollar
substitution of a 11111' 1,1\ for the simultaneous reduction in the
inieniplox mem compensation tax. This %%idel misunderstood
distinction is impormia Imeatise there has been II long-stamling debate
allow the merits of opening tinemploxinent compensation trust fond
accounts to usitlidra%%iil foi liaising purposes. (:alifornia's Employment

Training Fund does not (Iran igloo 1110 111111111110\1111`1111'41111111.11,i1114111

1111,1 1111141 1411' 1111, 11401411-W.

"'California S1,11t114, Chaplet' 1117 I. \I( 3 ltd. Section ha) ;Ind 11;1.

'''Cidilornia Statues Ill; I \R 3l(01, Section IA).

:"(:alilornia Statute' Chapter 1(17 1. Ali 314)1. "action

or ample. \lassachusens liax State Skills Corporation. s% hich isas

created in 1981 by the Alassachusetts Legislature as a quasi-public
instruntetualitx of the Commotmealth and viits placed in Me xectitixe
Office of Matipmer Affairs for administratke purposes. In this rase.
the ( ;0% ernor and his Secretarx of Economic..Allairs sin% an (ppm-twin!,

ill high-tech (10111,,w) chief eernlivf'olfirrrs. 1"1)"aning the
difficulties that were encountering in hiring ieelitticallx qualified

rtni'l"!."". This -"it'd" "f"I'llurlinul!... Sias l" use this cumPlaint as a
legislatixe %%edge to increase the relmance and responskeness of the
Commotmealth's wational-tec'hnic'al sehools. conummitx colleges.
and state colleges. Here. the enabling legislation asserts that the -...
critical shortage of training and ethical Mind programs necessar to
meet the gilm Mg needs of business tficl industry for skilled employees

occuAioned bl the inahillo nieducationai insulations to secure the
resouce's IleeeSSeIrl for the development and substantial e.vpansion of

program.s of skills training awl education nine!, are cotmistent with

emplo% meta need- !emphasis added!. In other nerds. Massachusetts
and California took the same is idence of a alleged

shortage of skilled candidates for eniploymeut. and pursued totally

BEST COPY Wir.',1 AKE
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different paths. ISlassachtisetts chose to offer a carrot to entire public
presuntptiyr deliverers of skill training services to engage in outreach
to new customers in the high-tech business community,

" Assembly Bill 3151, lkilih authorized the lnillnyinill Training Fund.
placed this veiling fin the amount that could he placed in the Fund.
Any excess revenues front this (1, 1 percent tax were 111 he (11110Silt'd in

the Slate 'S I.111(.1111110yrneill e01111)(.11Kilinn Irlist fund.

And. not inculentally, to he sure that a continuing need the appropri-
ated funds could be demonstrated.

Young 1 1983. 31 I ilk 11 1101111 (hat "III(' I {uytloynu nt Training
1)11111.1 hats several strengths. Those described by participating

employer, included: the program's flexibility in meeting their specific
needs; the quick n-ponse time to binding requests; and the lack of
paperwork."

'This is a universal tension for state program managers (see Steens
11911h, 121: and Ganzglass and Ileidkamp [198611.

Sucln as legislative action to broaden the range of eligible recipients of
training funds to include nonprofit and goy enunent employers who pay
the Employ mein Training T(IX. ISN' Tilt' Employment Training Panel
11986. 11.1

Ialluarirdirtior) 19118 Vewsletter reported that it as only

at "...the end of 1986 when. for the first time. the demand for Ponel
tanning assistance eweeded the supply of mailable hinds and toe
Pant.' was forced to turn assay prospective contractors.

"See the third bullet on pago. 21 in this paper lire the statutory mandate. It
was well known in 1982 how to implement this mandate. (See Stevens
11978, 217-2111, and Stevens It al.11981, 183-2130.

."This is the l'anersfirti published Annual Plan, mandated if, .'...sembly
Bill 28. which took effect January 1. 1990. This legislation also
established new accountability standards and new priorities for
funding.

'This figure in( lodes the S.55 million base allocation plus disenumibered
Bends and accrued interest on the Employment Training Tax (lims.

".1.1w California Supplier 111111 element Plan is fi state agency consortium
approach to supporting small business suppliers to larger aeronautical.
acnispace, and defense manufacturers,

home/ Plod reports that "I tIlit. Panel still give special vom.ideration
to training programs def. eloped with the Chancellor's Office of the
Community Colleges and the State Department of I.:duration in these
[California Supplier Improvement Piaui skill areas or to the develop-
ment of standard curricula for these occupations that are shared aiming
groups of sinall and sized employers.-

"The last three funding categories were actually desiihed by dollar
amounts. Because the annual allocation was to be $100 million, these
have been converted to percentages for consistency.

"Or, has been surgically altered to adapt.

WORKING

Kolderie (198(1). in his study of **privatization," refers to the powerful
joining of forces by those with a common (selfish) interest to gain
advantage over the diffused interests of less attentive individuals and
organizations.

"'Section 1020511)1551. (See Cret lens. Duselia and Sheets [ 19901; and
Sheets 119911.1

"The other cnoperative project between the Panel and the C(1CCCI
EI)>Net is the grew iously mentioned Supplier Improvement Program.

"Mils Newsletter also reports the 19)1-92 funding level at $130 million.

'And in Flynn 119921 and Sheets (1 9921, Ia.so per for The University
of Pennsy Iv anids National Center on the Educational Quality of the

orkforce.

' "Excepting ississippi's introduction in 193() of 0 **Balance Industry
\Vith Agriculture Act," which appears to be the pioneer among state
industry-specifi training 'migrants. North Carolina's initiative in 1957
is generally acknowledged to have been the -breakaway" leader. soon
followed by its neighbor to the smith. and then by six other states over
the next 12 yearsall administered through state education agencies.
Finally. Louisiana broke rank, in 1975. establishing the first such state
program administered through a state economic development agency.
Parts of this subsection are from Stevens (19891.

The Industry Set, ices Training Prognan budget at this time was $1.5
million.

In proviso language accompanying Specific Appropriation 3117 of the
1989 General Appropriations Act.

'1 See Kingman 11991. 81121: 80-831; and liano and Sala-1-',11firtin
(1991:1.107-1821.

"We are already inundated 11 ith figures. which are rarely subject to
unambiguous interpretation or to easy combination with other figures or
qualitative information.

I'lfthe existence. severity. or timing of a problem is unprecedented. then
there is unlikely to be a codified remedy available.

""The April I. 1989 issue of The Economist included an article entitled
"I .ightning: flash cordon (lightning detection network)." which
described the planned deployment of a satellite-based Lightning
'owing. Semor system. Sponsored in pall by NASA and private utility
companies. the detection network is to be designed to monitor the
location. incidence. and intensity of lightning. These data are intended
to permit a more efficient targeting of future investments in the
prevention of damage In sensitive equipment and to reduce human
risks. The deployment of earthquake sensors for identical reasons is
well known.

" we Rosenfeld (1990.0121: 681.

In See McDonnell and Grubb 1991; Brint and Karabel 1989; Eurieh 1990.
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°Indeed, particularly since passage of the Carl D. Perkins Vocational and

Applied Technology Act of 1990, it is becoming increasingly difficult

to define the boundaries of "vocational" education.

" See Chubb and Moe (1990); Sheets and Stevens (1992).

See Doeringer (1991); Osterman (1988); Industrial Relations Research

Association (1987;1990); Creticos. Duscha and Sheets (1990).

52 However, suits are pending in nearly a third of the states to force state

equalization of education spending among school districts.

"Including the Area Redevelopment Act of 1961; the Manpower

Development and Training Act of 1962; the Vocational Education Act

of 1963; the Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965:

the Higher Education Act of 1965; the Comprehensive Employment

and Training Act of 1973; and the Job Training Partnership Act of

1982.

"Including U.S. Department of Education (1991): The Commission on the

Skills of the American Workforce (1990); The Secretary's Commission

on Achieving Necessary Skills (1991); National Governors' Association

(1991); Bosworth (1992); Ostemran (19901; Carnevale (1991).

"See Om, 1'i (1984); Rosenfeld (1990). Briefly, t.oof the crucial features

of an em tive clan are a common core of shined values and a reliable

social memory that connects current sacrifice with eligihilit for future

reward (and the mirror image of thisaccepta.1«.,f present reward

being balanced by a willingness to accept future sacrifice).
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